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Slim Down the Menu, But Keep It Interesting
By Lee Schulman, Panacea
Management Group Consulting
I’ve spent a lot of time in the
restaurant business, and it’s a common phenomenon over the years that
menus just continue to grow. One
page turns into two or becomes the
behemoth that is the Cheesecake Factory menu. The number of options
quickly becomes overwhelming for
both your guests and staff.
There are many more options for
different kinds of cuisine today than
there were 10 years ago or even five
years ago. Because the options are so
extensive, it is more important than
ever to find your culinary focus and
build a more selective menu around
it.
Throughout my career, I’ve found
that restaurateurs often focus on
themselves when they are developing
ideas for their menus rather than considering their target market or their
own sales data. I encourage my clients to dine
with competitors, compare their offerings and
see if something is missing that my client can
provide.
It’s much easier to execute your strengths
than strengthen your weaknesses. Don’t try to
do sushi when fried chicken is your niche. Instead, make it so that when guests are in the
mood for fried chicken, they go to you.
By building a smaller menu based on
strengths, you have fewer moving parts, fewer
pieces to manage and less information that you
have to impart to staff. You can focus on making dishes that shine, and you may find that you
have more high-volume and high-profit margin
sellers than you did before because you’ve chosen to prioritize quality over quantity.
One of the first things to consider when
looking to pare down the menu is what’s selling and what isn’t. This question is easy to answer by using your point-of-sale system and
running a report of your sales from the past 30
days, 90 days, six months or the past year. This
gives you raw data on your sales but take that
information with a grain of salt.
When reviewing this data, keep the seasons

in mind. People tend to order lighter meals
during the summer months, so salads and
grilled proteins tend to sell better then. When
the first chilly days of the year arrive, braised
meats, hearty stews and soups hold more appeal. Noticing these trends will help determine
whether an item should get the axe.
Another consideration is food costs. If an
item isn’t selling well and is expensive to produce, let it go. This also is a good time to look
at pricing across the board. If an item is selling
well but is costly to produce, then consider adjusting the price to cover margins so you can
produce it to your desired quality.
A smaller menu allows you to be more efficient with the inventory you keep on hand,
which can lower food costs and reduce waste.
It’s also easier to notice the fluctuations in the
prices of ingredients when there are fewer to
keep track of. This is another place where data
from your POS will come in handy. You can
monitor key ingredients in the menu mix closely and maintain the quality of inventory.
At Old Vinings Inn, our short ribs sell well
year-round, and our fried chicken will never
leave the menu. But take our beef stroganoff,
for example. It tended to sell well in the spring-

time, but it wasn’t a star. After evaluating sales combined with the cost
to produce it, we removed it from the
menu.
Now and then, someone asks for
the stroganoff, but it’s not a deal
breaker that it isn’t there. That didn’t
drive them away, and they still found
something to order that satisfied their
palates.
Having a strong grasp on your
costs gives you some leeway to create interesting seasonal offerings
that don’t take up permanent menu
real estate. When something is in
season, whether it’s a produce item
or seafood, you can capitalize on it to
create something that goes hand-inhand with your standard menu.
For example, when salmon is wellpriced, we use the trimmings from a
salmon entrée to create salmon cakes
and run that as a special. Using the
byproducts of something you already
have to create something new is a
cost-effective way to keep the menu fresh.
When reducing menu size, it’s important
to be mindful about how you’re marketing
the change. Don’t talk about what you’re taking away, talk about what you have to offer to
guests. Build some excitement by highlighting
the new items or seasonal specials that will accompany the favorites. Take some great photos
of these items and share them on social media,
and avoid creating a sense of scarcity by saying that it’s the last day you’re serving a certain
dish.
Once you’ve narrowed down the offerings,
you’ve done the hard part. It’s much easier from
an operational standpoint to add menu items
than to take them away. The current challenges
in the industry from supply chain to staffing
have shown us that small menus are here to
stay, so finding your top sellers and using them
to create accompanying specials is essential to
stay competitive.

